NAVIVERSE

NAVIVERSE IS INVITING YOU TO AN AMAZING LIFE
FULL OF SURPRIZES
DISCOVER WITH US

WWW.NVVTOKEN.COM

DISCLAIMER
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into
implicit effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The
primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential token
holders with pertinent information in order for them to thoroughly
analyze the project and make an informed decision. Prior to your
participation in the purchase of NVV tokens, we strongly advocate a
careful study of this whitepaper all the documents associated with
the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the
same. You may even engage the services of appropriate experts to
help you with investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and
financial information featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking
statements that are based on and take into consideration certain
known and unknown contingencies and risks which in eventuality
may cause the estimated results or may differ factually and
substantially from the featured estimates or results extrapolated or
expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith.

Naviverse is a navigation bridge app connected to
major mataverse cities and metaverse platforms.
Naviverse will be integrated with all these major
metaverse platforms in both ways. Naviverse will also
host other projects related to metaverse.

Blockchain Based Navigation
NAVIVERSE
Amazing features of Naviverse
 Naviverse is compatible with all metaverse
projects.
 You can find your way easily with Naviverse on
Metaverse platforms. You can visit anywhere you
like freely and let surprises follow you.
 You can meet with your friend at the nearest café
or you go to gym easily. Don’t forget, you may be
rewarded surprisingly.
 You can play your favorite games at your favorite
places.
You will be able to do these from your preferred
land which our app is integrated or directly
locating the preferred land from Naviverse App .

Navigation service that
navigates the path to win!
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 NVV Token will always be profitable for its
investors with its visionary team.
 Don’t forget to attend to easy airdrops on the way
while navigating.
 Find the shortest way to Farming & Staking
projects which you cannot find anywhere else.
Follow these projects to be updated.
 Don’t miss the events on Metaverse Universe by
using Naviverse.

Free Tokens are everywhere…
Collect them!

Easy Integration
Easy integration to Trust Wallet and Metamask

Tokenomics

Roadmap
1 st PHASE
Setup Social Media
Website
Presale Launch
Initial Marketing
Listings on Pancakeswap,
Whitepaper
5000 Holders

2 nd PHASE
Trustwallet Logo
Influencer Twitter/Instagram/TG
ADS
Community Contests
10000 Holders
Coinmarketcap
Airdrop Event
Centralized Exchange

3 rd PHASE
Developing the project (APP)
20000 Holders
20000 TG Members
Whitepaper & website v2

4 th PHASE
Upload the app Google Play and APP Store
Farming and Staking
Agreements with Metaverse land owners and city projects
Listing on exchange (Binance, Gate,io)

Team
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